RUGS
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Identification

Standard

Product Data

Type of manufacture

ISO 2424

Tufting 1/10”

Structure

ISO 2424

Heat-set velour /Saxony

Pile material

ISO 2424

100% PA 6.0

Dye method

Chromojet Print

Treatment

-

Primary backing

ISO 2424

Woven polypropylene

Secondary backing

ISO 2424

Felt

Width

ISO 3018

Ca. 400 cm
-

Pattern report
Effective pile thickness

ISO 1766

Ca. 5,50 mm

Total thickness

ISO 1765

Ca. 10,00 mm

Total pile mass

ISO 2424

Ca. 1.050 g/m2

Total mass

ISO 8543

Ca. 2.800 g/m2

Number of tufts

ISO 1763

Ca. 213.300 /m2

Stroll test

ISO 6356

-

Vertical resistance

ISO 10965

-

Horizontal resistance

ISO 10965

-

Classification for use

EN 1307

33 Commercial - heavy

Luxury rating class

EN 1307

LC4

Impact sound reduction

ISO 10140

ΔLw ca. 25 dB

Sound absorption

EN ISO 354

0,20 aw

Noise reduction

EN ISO 354

-

Thermal conductivity

ISO 8302

Ca. 0,11 m2 K/W

Flammability

EN 13501-1

Bfl - s1

ABZ-Nr.

Z-156.601-1507

IACG-Nr.

-

EN 14041: 2004
1658-CPR-3123

Maintenance Guide
A clean carpet makes a difference
You have decided to invest in YO2 carpet, which is your guarantee for high quality and good performance
characteristics.
At YO2 we would like to contribute, so that you benefit from your investment for many years. Therefore we
have created this guide for cleaning and maintenance, which we recommend that you use, as a guide to
develop an effective maintenance plan for your carpets. The plan ensures that you have a beautiful carpet
for many years, helps to reduce cleaning costs, and create a better indoor climate.
Prevent, clean and maintain
These are our three simple pieces of advice on how to keep a carpet beautiful for many years. Our guide is
therefore build around how to minimize soil and stains on your carpets, how to remove soil and stains and
what you need to be aware of when organizing the daily or weekly cleaning. We also present methods to
remove stains and cleaning, which we recommend that you include in the maintenance plan.
Good for the environment
Less waste is good for the environment. Therefore it is important that every carpet stays on the floor for as long
as possible. Carpets of good quality, which are maintained correctly, last longer and therefore, make a
positive difference for the environment.
Avoid soiling the carpet
It is far easier , and cheaper, to prevent soil from coming into the building than to remove it from the carpet.
Keep the outside area clean
The cleaner the paths, parking lots and garages are, the less soil will be dragged in. In winter, it is better to
remove the snow than using chemicals, sand and salt, because salt can for example cause salt deposits
and evetually destroy the colour of the carpet.
Use barrier matting
With outside and inside barrier matting at entrances and other places, less soil is dragged in. Make sure that
the barrier matting and doormats are big enough to walk at least five steps, so the worst outdoor soil, salt,
sand and so on stays on the mats, instead of on the carpets. Vacuum the mats every day. Clean them
frequently or change them often this will save maintenace costs inside the building.
Protect your desk areas
Chair mats, placed under the desks, prevent the wheels on the chairs from crushing the fibres and pushing
dirt into the carpet. In order to reduce the amount of stains on the carpets we recommend guidance of
where, on the premises, you can eat and drink.
Maintain ventilation and air conditioning installations
In order to prevent airborn particles to be re-circulated, it is important to change and clean vent filters
regularly. Airborne particles include bothpollen, smoke , exhaust particles and industrial waste from, e.g.
copiers and printers.
Remove stains immediately
Spills are inevitable , but it does not have to result in permanent stains. The most effective way to remove
stains is to remove them immediately.
Follow some simple advice:
Always use a clean lint-free cloth, preferably terry cloth or microfibre, with sparkling or lukewarm water to
remove stains. Always work from the outside into the stain, to avoid smearing the stain out, and making the
stain larger. Scrape as fast as possible, stains from viscious or solids with knife, before you use clean cloth with
sparkling or lukewarm water. Vacuum all the loose particles away from dried stain, before using sparkling or
lukewarm water. Absorb as much as possible of the spilled liquids with a clean tissue or cloth.

Some stains require special treatment or technique
To ensure a good result, especially for large stains, we recommend that you contact a professional carpet
cleaner. It is important that you indicate whether you have or someone else, has already tried to remove
stain, and what you have used.
Vacuum effectively
How often different areas must be vacuum-cleaned, is an important part of an effective maintenance plan
that also focuses on the economy. The maintenance plan gives you clear guidelines of how often different
areas must be vacuum-cleaned.
When vacuum-cleaning effectively, you avoid try soil coming into the carpet and damaging fibers. At the
same time you avoid spreading soil to other areas, where less vacuum-cleaning is needed.
Areas with severe and moderate traffic, for example:
-Entrances
-Lifts
-Receptions
-Halls
-Cafeterias
-Common Areas
-Larger Office Areas
Areas with light traffic, for example:
-Single offices
-Conference rooms
-Meeting rooms
Vacuum cleaners we reccomend
Upright vacuum cleaners with rotating brushes, are very efficient machines and they clean in depth. We
recommend them for rooms with heavy and moderate traffic, to lift the fibres and extract the soil from
the baseof the carpet.
Conventional vacuum cleaners are often less powerful than upright machines with brushes, but they are
lighter and easier to manoeuvre. Therefore, they can be used in offices and rooms with light traffic.
Note! For the daily care of rugs, we recommend using a smooth nozzle. If the vacuum cleaner has rotating
brushes, this function should be turned off.
It is important that the vacuum cleaner has an HEPA filter, or the like, as a good filter can hold even small
particles back, such as pollen and dust mites, in order not to be recirculated by the vacuum cleaner.
Clean with regular intervals
Even the best and most efficient vacuum cleaners cannot remove soil that lies deep in the carpet. If you
clean the carpet at fixed intervals, you will increase the look of your carpet, and at the same time maintain
a good indoor climate.
From our studies, we know that if detergent, soap or chemical is deposited in the carpet, it will attract more
soil. There are more possible treatment methods. Which would be the best method for you, depends on
the traffic on the carpet.
1. Carbonation cleaning method (recommended)
With carbonate cleaning method the carpet is cleaned by being applied to a hot (65 - 75 degrees) PH - neutral
heavy carbon dioxide producing an aqueous solution. The solution is worked into the carpet and sucked
up. The carpet is then dried with a cotton disc.
Be aware: By carbonation cleaning, no soap or chemicals are used that can cause re-soiling and affect
the indoor climate. The amount of water is very small, and the carpet is, therefore, not soaked. At the same
time it reduces the risk of bacterial and fungal spores. The drying time is only 1-2 hours.

2. The extraction method (can be used)
The extraction machine cleans the carpet by first spraying the hot water and detergent onto the carpet
under pressure, and then absorb water, detergent and soil. This method is the most common used cleaning
method, and it effectively removes loose particles.
Be aware: Excess cleaning agent / chemicals in the carpet attracts soil and leaves a greasy surface which
causes rapid resoiling. Humidity in the carpet will also attract soiling. There is a risk of malpractice and the
drying time is long, typically at least a day.
3. Dry cleaning method
A method whereby dry cleaning agent is distributed on the carpet. A mechanical brush processed the
agent, which attracts the visible dirt. A vacuum cleaner is then used. Only little or no water is used for this method.
Be aware: Dry cleaning affects air quality during and after work. After cleaning the carpet several times,
the carpet contains excess cleaning agent. It will therefore be necessary to extract clean the carpet with
hot water every one to two years.
4. Rotation - shampooing method (use with caution)
A method whereby the cleaning agent is worked into the carpet by a rotating brush, and loosens the dirt
particles from the carpet fibres. In heavily soiled areas this method is used along with an extraction machine.
Be aware: Excess cleaning agent / chemicals in the carpet attracts dirt and leaves a greasy surface, which causes
rapid resoiling. Rotation shampooing requires the use of a heavy machine, which can damage the fibers.
If the brushes dry out during cleaning, it will also damage the fibers. The drying time is long, typically at least a day.
YO2 carpets are treated during production against soil and stains
The treatment is heat set on the carpet fibres, which together with high-quality of fiber material makes
YO2 carpets very easy to maintain. Never walk on a carpet before it is completely dry after cleaning. Do
not treat a YO2 carpet with antistatic agents! The conductive fibres in a YO2 carpet make the carpet
permanently antistatic. Therefore, it is unecessary to use anti-static agents. These agents can attract soil,
and can be harmful to the carpet.
Make an effective maintenance plan
It is obvious that the carpet wil soil most where it is used most. How often the carpet must be vacuum - cleaned,
and cleaned professionally depends therefore, on how much it is used. Entrances and hallways are heavy
trafficed areas and will therefore soil most. Around furniture, in offices and meeting rooms there will abviously
be less soil.
General recommendations
Below is a general overview of how to maintain areas with carpets efeectively. We recommend that you
customize the table to your particular case, and that you make a maintenance plan for cleaning in cooperation
with professional carpet cleaner.
USE INTENSITY

LIGHT

MODERATE

HEAVY

Room types:

Single offices

Hallways

Entrances

Meeting rooms

Larger office areas

Canteens

Storage rooms

Common areas

Shops

Conference rooms

Dining areas

Reception areas

Entrance matting:

Not actual

Not actual

Recommended

Mats:

Not actual

Can be used

Recommended

Vacuum - Cleaning:

2 times a week

Daily

Daily

Stain Removal:

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Cleaning

Once Annually
Recommended
Can be used
Can be used
Use with caution

2 times per year
Recommended
Can be used
Can be used
Use with caution

3-4 times per year
Recommended

Preventive actions:

Ongoing cleaning:

Carbonation Method:
Extraction Method:
Dry Cleaning Method:
Rotation Method:

Can be used
Can be used
Use with caution

